FoodFunTravel.com

MEDIA KIT

Us Exploring Sri Lankan Street Food

HELLO!
WE ARE TOMMO & MEGSY, TWO ROAMING
FOOD AND TRAVEL PHOTOGRAPHERS &
WRITERS WITH AN INSATIABLE PASSION FOR
SEEKING OUT CULINARY EXCELLENCE.

Whether it be a stall on the streets of Calcutta selling
50 cent curry & cooking naan bread in an old oil drum
converted into a tandoori oven. Or it be Michelin star
excellence that is almost too pretty to eat, we will travel
the lengths of the earth to find it, photograph it,
& then eat it.

WE'VE BEEN FEATURED IN:

WE'VE BEEN
TO OVER 85+
COUNTRIES
&
COUNTING
FoodFunTravel.com

FOOD FUN
TRAVEL
FOOD WORTH TRAVELING FOR

We seek out food that
motivates you to travel
to new exciting
destinations.
Through a combination
of photography and
storytelling we inspire
others to want to visit
these unique
culinary destinations.

Target Demographic:
We inspire foodies and travelers of
any age, but our main audience sits
in the 25-55 year old bracket.

FOCUSING ON FOOD:
Degustation meals. Finding the perfect bite sized balance between local food and wine. Or
beer - we’re not picky. We love it all!
Food Guides. What to eat and where. Gastronomy guides for the virgin traveler, or perhaps
someone looking for that new dish they are yet to discover.
Food Tours and Cooking Classes. Getting your hands dirty and learning how to make these
unique international dishes for yourself. Or perhaps touring a destination in search of the
best of the best, of that country's cuisine.
Weird and Wonderful Foods of the World. Not everything looks palatable. We are willing to
put our palates and stomachs on the line to try some of the stranger traditional foods.

Beongdegi (번데기) - Sth Korea

FUN & ADVENTURE:
Scuba Diving. We are both trained in our Advanced Open Water with PADI and have been
diving in stunning locations like The Philippines, Indonesia and Cambodia
Festivals. What are the BEST festivals around the world? We've been to Songkran in Thailand,
Thingyan in Myanmar and Holi in India
Overland Journeys. Europe, China, Myanmar, even Mongolia - we've travelled them all
overland using trains, busses and some more interesting transport options....
Adventure. Skydiving and hot air ballooning in Spain, swimming with crocodiles in Australia.
riding camels in the Sahara Desert - there's not much that we'll say no to. *Even if it does
make us squeal like little girls!

WE'VE WORKED
WITH...

We have successfully worked
with over 100 different companies
and counting.

Lets Work
Together
Hire Food Fun Travel to promote your business.

We are available for:
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We are available to be
apart of press trips that
suit our niche - Food
Fun - Adventure.

We have written
articles for many top
online publications please contact us for
our rates.

PRESS TRIP /
MEDIA VISITS

NOTE: We are based in
Mexico for 2017

ARTICLE WRITING /
SPONSORED POSTS
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Need new content for
your social media
accounts? Let us take
over and inspire your
followers with our food
and travel images.

We are professional
public speakers and are
currently available for
conferences, podcasts
and radio segments.
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SOCIAL MEDIA CAMPAIGNS /
TAKE OVERS

BRAND AMBASSADOR

Let us promote your
company as we travel
the world. We accept
ambassadorships in
many forms - write to
us to see if we fit your
brand!

PODCAST HOSTING /
PUBLIC SPEAKING

PRODUCT / TOUR
REVIEWS

Have a product or tour
that needs honest
reviews. Contact us to
see how we can work
together to get you the
Best exposure possible.

nine food
photographs.

to get you drooling...

what our partners
have to say
Food Fun Travel is everything we look for in
professional hospitality reviews: honesty,
promptness, and quality work all around! From
their amazing photos to the witty, yet helpful
reviews and podcast, Megsy and Tommo are
truly a triple threat in travel blogging!
Arielle Struhl - Team Leader, Social Media

It was a pleasure working with Megsy & Tommo.
They are passionate and have fun in what they do. I
think this is their basis for creating valuable content
and a good business relationship. They grasp the
sense of the business and transform it into words
and pictures for the world to read and see.

Gilbert Lechner - COO & Co-Founder PolaWalk OG

social media:
38k+

15.2k+

March 2017

16.8k+

2.1k+

audience:
1st

USA

2nd

Thailand

(English speaking travelers already in the country)

3rd

UK

4th

Australia

Please ask us for our most current
Google Analytics as this changes
Frequently

Contact Us
megsy @ foodfuntravel.com
meagen-collins OR tjw101
We rarely have acces to a phone.
Please email us for best results.

